2177 MOISTURE TESTER

OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
VERSION 1.2
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1.0 Component List
The Farmscan AG 2177 comprises a display module with mounting bracket and
2 knobs, a 3m power cable with fuse, an 8m shielded sensor cable, and a
moisture sensor assembly with mounting hardware and drilling template.
The 2 sheet metal screws for mounting the display module bracket are packed
with the moisture sensor assembly.

REF
1
2
3
4

PART No.
A-2177
2177S
AM-2177
AM-200

DESCRIPTION
DISPLAY MODULE
SENSOR PLATE & BOLTS KIT
MANUAL
WARRANTY CARD

QTY
1
1
1
1

OPTIONAL COMPONENTS:
REF
1
2

PART No.
2177C
2177S

POWER CABLE

DESCRIPTION
3.3m EXTENSION CABLE
BALER MOISTURE SENSOR

QTY

SENSOR CABLE
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2.0 Installation
2.1

Installation of the Moisture Sensor

Conventional Square Baler
• Locate a flat spot between 300mm to 600mm from the rear of the chamber,
about halfway up the side, on the UNCUT SIDE of the chamber.
Readings from the cut side of the bale will result in greater variations of
readings and overall higher readings.
• Tape the drilling template onto the flat location and drill all holes, using the
drill sizes indicated on the template. File any burrs from the holes.
The beveled (leading) edge of the sensor plate must face the plunger
(opposite direction of bale movement).
The sensor plate must be mounted flat and tight to the bale chamber
wall!
• Mount the sensor assembly using hardware provided. See diagram in Fig. 2.
Make sure that two (2) electrode contacts (carriage bolts) are not
touching any part of the metal bale chamber, by using the insulating
bushings and washers. Secure tightly with one big nut on each bolt.
Make sure that the beveled (leading) edge of the sensor plate is fastened
flat and tight to the chamber wall. Secure tightly with two (2) flat head
bolts. ( If the leading edge is not secured flat and tight to the wall, hay
passing under extreme pressure will pry up the sensor plate.)
• Assemble a ring terminal on the sensor cable to each contact bolt. Place ring
terminal between two (2) metal washers and secure tightly with the last two
nuts.
• Route the sensor cable to the hitch area of the baler , so that it does not
interfere with any moving parts. Secure the cable with nylon ties or tape.
Use attached plug cover tethered to connector to keep out dirt and
moisture!

Fig 2
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Large Square Baler
•

Use the same instructions as above, except we recommend that you add a
6mm thick piece of strap iron in front of the sensor plate’s beveled (leading)
edge. This will provide additional protection to the sensor plate.
Round Baler

•

The beveled (leading) edge of the sensor plate must face the pickup.

•

Hay will begin to pass over the sensor as soon as approximately 1/4 of the
bale is formed.

•

Locate a flat spot on the sidewall or tailgate, as low as possible to the
bottom, on either side of the baler. Use the same instructions as above.

2.2

Installation of the Display Module

•

Select a location (a flat surface) in the cab where the display can be viewed
while baling.

•

Using the mounting bracket as a template, mark and drill 2.5mm pilot holes,
and secure the bracket with the two (2) sheet metal screws.

•

Mount Display Module to bracket with adjusting knobs.

•

Locate a positive (+) 12 volt power wire or terminal that is controlled by the
tractor’s ignition switch, and attach the RED wire of the power supply cable
to it.

•

Attach the other wire of the power supply cable to ground (frame).
TYPICAL BATTERY HOOK-UPS

RED

BLACK

RED

BLACK

RED

BLACK

POS 24V
POS

POS

NEG

POS 12V

NEG

NEG

POS
NEG

CONNECTION
DETAIL

ONE 12 VOLTBATTERY

NEG
VEHICLE
GROUND

TWO 6 VOLTBATTERIES

TWO 12 VOLTBATTERIES

•

Plug the power cable connector into the Display Module’s 2-pin connector.

•

Plug the sensor cable connector into the module’s 3-pin connector.
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3.0 Operation
3.1

Operating Instructions

Moisture: Press Moisture button to turn meter on. The Farmscan AG 2177
displays continuous moisture readings when turned on. The unit should display
00.0 if the bale chamber is empty. The Farmscan AG 2177 reads moisture
between 8% and 40%. Readings below 8% are displayed as 00.0.
Readings above 40% are displayed as 99.9.
Note : When the Farmscan AG 2177 is first turned on, a number may be
displayed on the display which indicates that the tester is initialised and is ready
for use. The number may appear as 33.3 or 77.7 In addition the protective shield
may be removed from the display window.
NOTE: The Farmscan AG 2177 takes several readings before displaying
their average every two seconds.
Backlighting: When the unit is on, press the Light button to turn on or off
backlighting of the display. When the module is turned off and later turned on,
it will remember the backlighting mode of when it was last operating.
Calibration Check & Reset: When the unit is on, Press the Check button to
recalibrate the moisture circuit to the current conditions of the sensor and its
environment. The Farmscan AG 2177 will automatically adjust to dirty sensor
contacts and the relative humidity inside the chamber. We suggest that it be
common practice to recalibrate the meter every time the unit is turned on.
If the bale chamber is empty, the unit will display approximately 12.0 after
recalibration, signifying correct calibration.
If there is an obstruction, such as a bale, in the chamber or if the sensor
electrodes are very dirty, the unit will display 99.9. If the bale is removed, and
the meter still reads 99.9, the electrodes must be cleaned. (See Care and
Maintenance.) If the meter must be used before the electrodes can be cleaned,
the unit will still operate using its last calibration points.
To Turn Off: Press Moisture Button
BACKLIGHT

ON/OFF (MOISTURE)

CALIBRATION CHECK
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While a bale is being formed in the bale chamber, the Farmscan AG 2177 reads
and averages several tests and displays these results every two seconds.
Typically, moisture readings will vary several percentage points in a single bale.
Windrows are never the same moisture from top to bottom. Usually, they will
be wetter at the bottom than the center, because of ground moisture.
They can be wetter at the top, because of dew, or drier, because of sun and
wind. Usually, hay that is ready to bale varies less than hay that is not yet ready.
Continuous readings from the Farmscan AG 2177 and other manufacturers’
meters will usually be higher than readings from hand-held, portable, probe
testers. The Farmscan AG 2177 will probably read about 2 - 4 percentage points
higher on average, and even higher for large, square bales, depending on
conditions.
Do not be concerned that these differences exist. Rather, develop a feel for an
acceptable range of moisture for baling, based on your meter’s readings.
Establish an appropriate range by spot checking new bales with a portable probe
tester, such as a Farmscan AG 2188.
Hay moisture can vary considerably from one part of a field to another. (See
Testing Information.) If the moisture range displayed by the Farmscan AG 2177
increases above your acceptable limits, stop baling and analyse the field
conditions to determine why. You may not want to continue baling in this area
of the field.

3.3

Variables Affecting Moisture Readings

Understanding the many variables that affect the readings of your Farmscan AG
2177 will help you get the most from your meter.
• Field conditions: soil moisture, high or low areas, swales, and shady areas all
affect hay moisture within the same field.
• Hay varieties, leaf-to-stem ratios, crop maturity, and different cuttings
contribute to widely varying moisture distribution in hay plants.
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• Harvesting variables: bale density, windrow size and shape, time of day, hay
temperature, and overall climatic conditions affect moisture readings. High
humidity with cloud cover contributes to more variations in moisture readings
than a dry, sunny day with a slight breeze.
• Some preservatives increase conductivity initially. Until the preservative is
absorbed, usually in 1-2 days, it may cause readings to be 2-4 points above
the same hay which is untreated.

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ
Because of the numerous variables which affect your Farmscan AG 2177
readings, the indicated moisture content should not be used as an absolute,
quantitative measurement. Your tester’s readings are, however, very useful
guidelines for safely baling and storing hay.
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4.0 Care And Maintenance
• After each use (and especially after the harvest season), always remove the
Display Module (if it is not inside a dry cab) and store in a clean and dry place.
• Always use plug cover on sensor cable connector to keep out dirt and
moisture!
• The stainless contacts of the moisture sensor should be kept clean for best
results. Clean with fine steel wool and/or mineral spirits or alcohol. Dirty
sensor contacts can cause lower readings.
• Check all nuts and bolts on sensor plate assembly and tighten, if necessary.
Make sure that the leading edge is secured flat and tight to the chamber wall.
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5.0 Troubleshooting
•
•

•

•
•

If the unit will not turn on, it is not getting power. Check power cord
installation and connectors. Check 2 amp fuse on power cable and replace,
if necessary.
If the meter displays 00.0 at all times (while baling), there is an open circuit
between the display module and the sensor. Check that the cable is not
damaged and that the connector is plugged securely. The connector may be
corroded and need replacing. Also check that the sensor cable ring terminals
are fastened tightly to the electrode posts. (The meter should still read about
12.0 when recalibrated, even if there is an open circuit to the sensor.)
If the meter displays 99.9 at all times (while baling), there is a short in the
sensor cable or at the electrodes. (The meter will not read 12.0 when
recalibration is attempted, but will always display 99.9.) Check for cable
damage.
If the meter displays 8.0 when the bale chamber is empty, electrodes are
dirty and need cleaning. (The meter will also read 99.9 when recalibration is
attempted, if electrodes are dirty.) Clean and recalibrate.
If all else fails, please read this manual again! Carefully
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6.0 Specifications
Power :

12 Volts

Moisture Range :

8% to 40%

Weight :

400g
(1.0kg packed)

Dimensions :

H 160mm x W 130mm x D 40mm

Spares:

2177C
2177S

3.3m Extension Cable
Baler Moisture Sensor
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